Oxford Clinical Psychology is an online resource providing full-text access to Oxford’s clinical psychology book list. Covering a wide range of specialty areas, disorders, and treatment modalities, Oxford Clinical Psychology offers reliable access to guidance from a superlative group of experienced authors and editors. With intelligent search and browse options, and the ability to annotate, download, and print chapters, this essential resource provides one place for fast access to high-quality clinical psychology works.

We are proud to make the below renowned series’ available via Oxford Clinical Psychology:

- *Treatments That Work*: a series of Therapists Guides and Workbooks which communicate evidence-based interventions to provide clinicians with the information they need to provide the best possible client care.
- *The Collected Works of D.W. Winnicott*: the writings from one of the most innovative thinkers within the field of psychoanalysis and child development: Donald Woods Winnicott.

Oxford Scholarship Online (OSO) is a vast and rapidly expanding cross-searchable library which offers quick and easy access to thousands of OUP books. OSO features titles from our renowned and best-selling Oxford Psychology Series, plus other outstanding titles in the core areas of cognitive research.

Many of our resources are available for individual monthly and annual subscriptions.


Oxford Bibliographies in Psychology
www.oxfordbibliographies.com

Editor in Chief: Dana S. Dunn

Developed cooperatively with scholars worldwide, Oxford Bibliographies in Psychology offers exclusive, authoritative research guides. Combining the best features of an annotated bibliography and a high-level encyclopedia, this cutting-edge resource guides researchers to the best available scholarship across the field of Psychology.

University Press Scholarship Online
www.universitypressscholarship.com

University Press Scholarship Online (UPSO) brings together the best scholarly publishing from some of the most celebrated university presses across the globe, all available on a single, intelligent online platform. The UPSO Psychology list features titles from the renowned and best-selling Oxford Psychology Series, plus other outstanding titles from our authoritative partners including Columbia University Press, NYU Press, The MIT Press, and Yale University Press.
Online Products in Psychology
www.oup.com/online

VERY SHORT INTRODUCTIONS
www.veryshortintroductions.com

Very Short Introductions are available on an online resource, via institutional subscription, that offers scholars and students OUP’s premier publishing series in an easily discoverable and highly accessible format. Titles in psychology include introductions to Learning, Psychoanalysis, Genius, and Happiness.

OXFORD HANDBOOKS ONLINE: PSYCHOLOGY
SCHOLARLY RESEARCH REVIEWS
www.oxfordhandbooks.com

Editor in Chief: Peter Nathan

Oxford Handbooks Online in Psychology brings together the world’s leading scholars to write review essays that evaluate the current thinking on a field or topic, and make an original argument about the future direction of the debate. Revolutionary changes to the publishing program, means that all Oxford Handbooks in Psychology, are available online as well as in print. Monthly updates introduce articles in advance of print publication and beyond the book, online-only content ensures the most current, authoritative coverage anywhere.

OXFORD RESEARCH ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PSYCHOLOGY
www.psychology.oxfordre.com

The Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Psychology is part of a major initiative from Oxford University Press to transform its approach to reference publishing in order to better serve the changing needs of university-level digital research.

Through the Oxford Research Encyclopedia (ORE) program, Oxford is building dynamic online encyclopedias in 20+ disciplines that will be continuously updated by the world’s leading scholars, scientists, and researchers.

The Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Psychology is overseen by Oliver Braddick, Emeritus Professor of Psychology at the University of Oxford, and an editorial board of subject experts, ensuring a comprehensive, encyclopedic map of the field.

The ORE of Psychology is currently freely available as scholarly articles are gradually added to the site.

Visit www.oup.com/online for more information.
The Oxford Handbook of Cognitive and Behavioral Therapies
Edited by Christine Maguth Nezu and Arthur M. Nezu

The Oxford Handbook of Cognitive and Behavioral Therapies provides a contemporary and comprehensive illustration of the wide range of evidence-based psychotherapy tools available to both clinicians and researchers.

Oxford Library of Psychology
978-0-19-973325-5 | HB | 536pp £115/$175
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

The Oxford Handbook of Coercive Relationship Dynamics
Edited by Thomas J. Dishion and James J. Snyder

The Oxford Handbook of Coercive Relationship Dynamics features the most recent, innovative applications of coercion theory to understanding psychopathology, developmental theory, and intervention science.

Oxford Library of Psychology
978-0-19-932455-2 | HB | 448pp £115/$175
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

The Oxford Handbook of Perinatal Psychology
Edited by Amy Wenzel

The Oxford Handbook of Perinatal Psychology is the most comprehensive resource to date for scholars, students, and clinicians on the emotional and psychological experiences associated with childbirth.

Oxford Library of Psychology
978-0-19-977807-2 | HB | 712pp £127.50/$195
Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

The Oxford Handbook of Relationship Science and Couple Interventions
Edited by Kieran T. Sullivan and Erika Lawrence

The Oxford Handbook of Relationship Science and Couple Interventions showcases cutting-edge research in relationship science, including couple functioning, relationship education, and couple therapy.

Oxford Library of Psychology
978-0-19-978326-7 | HB | 288pp £115/$175
Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

Order Online at: www.oup.com
The Oxford Handbook of Substance Use and Substance Use Disorders
VOLUME 1 & 2
Edited by Kenneth J. Sher
The Oxford Handbook of Substance Use and Substance Use Disorders provides comprehensive reviews of key areas of inquiry into the fundamental nature of substance use and SUDs, their features, causes, consequences, course, treatment, and prevention.

The Oxford Handbook of Treatment Processes and Outcomes in Psychology
A MULTIDISCIPLINARY, BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL APPROACH
Edited by Sara Maltzman
The Oxford Handbook of Treatment Processes and Outcomes in Psychology presents a multidisciplinary approach to a biopsychosocial, translational model of psychological treatment across the lifespan.

The Oxford Handbook of Behavioral Emergencies & Crises
Edited by Phillip M. Kleespies
The Oxford Handbook of Behavioral Emergencies and Crises includes the most up-to-date and valuable research on the evaluation and management of the most challenging patients or clients faced by mental health providers—individuals who are at high risk of suicide, of other-directed violence, or of becoming the victims of interpersonal violence.

The Oxford Handbook of Suicide & Self-Injury
Edited by Matthew K. Nock
The Oxford Handbook of Suicide and Self-Injury provides a comprehensive summary of the most important and exciting advances in our understanding of suicide and self-injury and our ability to predict and prevent it.
TREATMENTS THAT WORK

Social Cognition and Interaction Training (SCIT)
GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY FOR SCHIZOPHRENIA AND OTHER PSYCHOTIC DISORDERS, CLINICIAN GUIDE
David L. Roberts, David L. Penn, and Dennis R. Combs
Treatments That Work
978-0-19-934662-2 | PB: 256pp £32.99/$49.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Effective Weight Loss
AN ACCEPTANCE-BASED BEHAVIORAL APPROACH, CLINICIAN GUIDE / WORKBOOK
Evan M. Forman and Meghan L. Butryn
Treatments That Work
GUIDE: 978-0-19-023200-9 | PB: 304pp £32.99/$49.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Schizophrenia and Its Treatment
WHERE IS THE PROGRESS?
Matthew M. Kurtz
978-0-19-997444-3 | HB: 240pp £41.99/$65
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

ADHD
WHAT EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW®
Stephen P. Hinshaw and Katherine Ellison
What Everyone Needs To Know
978-0-19-022379-3 | PB: 216pp £10.99/$16.95
978-0-19-022380-9 | HB: 216pp £47.99/$74
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

PROGRAMS THAT WORK

Cue-Centered Therapy for Youth Experiencing Posttraumatic Symptoms
A STRUCTURED MULTI-MODAL INTERVENTION, THERAPIST GUIDE
Victor G. Carrion
Programs That Work
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Helping Families Manage Childhood OCD
DECREASING CONFLICT AND INCREASING POSITIVE INTERACTION, THERAPIST GUIDE
Tara S. Peris and John Piacentini
Programs That Work
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Assessment and Intervention with Children and Adolescents Who Misuse Fire
PRACTITIONER GUIDE
David J. Kolko and Eric M. Vernberg
Programs That Work
978-0-19-935761-1 | PB: 256pp £41.99/$65
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Mentalization-Based Treatment for Personality Disorders
A PRACTICAL GUIDE
Anthony Bateman and Peter Fonagy
978-0-19-968037-5 | PB: 496pp £29.99/$49.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Order Online at: www.oup.com
Interpersonal Psychotherapy for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

John C. Markowitz

- IPT for PTSD was shown to be as effective as exposure treatment for PTSD.
- Describes the first non-cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) to demonstrate efficacy in treating PTSD.
- First publication of an IPT adaptation for PTSD.

Parenting Plan Evaluations

APPLIED RESEARCH FOR THE FAMILY COURT

Second Edition

Edited by Leslie Drozd, Michael Saini, and Nancy Olesen


Advances in Community Psychology

Influencing Social Policy

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY SERVING THE PUBLIC INTEREST

Kenneth I. Maton

Advances in Community Psychology


978-0-19-998997-3 | PB | 401pp

Housing, Citizenship, and Communities for People with Serious Mental Illness

THEORY, RESEARCH, PRACTICE, AND POLICY PERSPECTIVES

Edited by John Sylvestre, Geoffrey Nelson, and Tim Aubry

Advances in Community Psychology


978-0-19-026560-1 | PB | 432pp

Antipsychotic Long-acting Injections

Second Edition

Edited by Peter Haddad, Tim Lambert, and John Lauriello


978-0-19-872947-1 | PB | 400pp

Treatment Of Generalized Anxiety Disorder

THERAPIST GUIDES AND PATIENT MANUAL

Edited by Gavin Andrews, Alison E. Mahoney, Megan J. Hobbs, and Margo Genderson


978-0-19-046559-9 | PB | 184pp

NEW EDITION

View Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/psychology
Prospection, Well-Being, and Mental Health
Andrew Macleod

- Unique in considering how our expectations about the future (as opposed to our past experiences) can influence our health and mental wellbeing in the here and now
- Considers how our expectations about the future can be inaccurate or biased, and the implications this can have for our wellbeing
- Written in an accessible style, exploring the growing body of evidence for the link between prospection and mental health

This book reviews the growing evidence for the link between prospection and well-being. A variety of aspects of prospection are discussed, including prediction and anticipation for future events, judging how we will feel when events do happen to us, and how we feel in the here-and-now when contemplating what will happen in the future.

978-0-19-872504-6 | PB | 288pp
£29.99/$40
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Depression
A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION
Mary Jane Tacchi and Jan Scott

Very Short Introductions
UK: Jan 2017 / US: Feb 2018
978-0-19-955886-0 | PB | 152pp
£7.99/$11.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Very Short Introductions online

Clinical Psychology
A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION
Susan Llewelyn and Katie Aafjes-van Doorn

Very Short Introductions
978-0-19-875389-6 | PB | 144pp
£7.99/$11.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Very Short Introductions online

Bullying Scars
THE IMPACT ON ADULT LIFE AND RELATIONSHIPS
Ellen Walser deLara

978-0-19-023367-9 | HB | 296pp
£16.99/$24.95
Available as an Ebook

Managing School Absenteeism at Multiple Tiers
AN EVIDENCE-BASED AND PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR PROFESSIONALS
Christopher A. Kearney

978-0-19-998529-6 | PB | 168pp
£22.99/$35
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

The Virtue of Defiance and Psychiatric Engagement
Nancy Nyquist Potter

978-0-19-966386-6 | PB | 240pp
£34.99/$52.50
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Medicine Online

The Divine Madness of Philip K. Dick
Kyle Arnold

Inner Lives
978-0-19-974325-4 | HB | 248pp
£12.99/$19.95
Available as an Ebook

Acceptance of Mental Illness
PROMOTING RECOVERY AMONG CULTURALLY DIVERSE GROUPS
Lauren Mizock and Zlatka Russinova

978-0-19-020427-3 | PB | 208pp
£29.99/$45
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Preventing Adolescent Depression
INTERPERSONAL PSYCHOTHERAPY-ADOLESCENT SKILLS TRAINING
Jami F. Young, Laura Mufson, and Christie M. Schueler

978-0-19-024318-0 | PB | 256pp
£25.99/$39
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Group CBT for Psychosis
A GUIDEBOOK FOR CLINICIANS
Tania Lecomte, Claude Leclerc, and Til Wykes

978-0-19-939152-3 | PB | 312pp
£35.99/$55
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Addiction and Choice
RETHINKING THE RELATIONSHIP
Edited by Nick Heather and Gabriel Segal

978-0-19-972732-4 | HB | 328pp
£49.99/$79.95
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Denying to the Grave
WHY WE IGNORE THE FACTS THAT WILL SAVE US
Sara E. Gorman and Jack M. Gorman

978-0-19-939660-3 | HB | 328pp
£19.99/$29.95
Available as an Ebook

Order Online at: www.oup.com
The Collected Works of D. W. Winnicott
Edited by Lesley Caldwell and Helen Taylor Robinson

Delve into one of the most innovative and humane thinkers in psychoanalysis and child development fresh for the 21st century.

- Brings together for the first time a chronological collection of Winnicott's work
- Explore newly-discovered archival material: letters, reviews, obituaries, drawings, comments, and political discussions
- Includes online access to select audio recordings of Winnicott's radio broadcasts
- Provides a specialist resource in print and online for global access to Winnicott studies

Donald Woods Winnicott (1896-1971) was one of Britain's leading psychoanalysts and pediatricians. The author of some of the most enduring theories of the child and of child analysis, he coined terms such as the 'good-enough mother' and the 'transitional object' (known to most today as the 'security blanket').

Now for the first time, virtually all of Winnicott's writing are presented chronologically in 12 volumes, edited and annotated by leading Winnicott scholars. The Collected Works brings together letters, clinical case reports, child consultations, psychoanalytic articles and papers, including previously unpublished works. The collection begins with an authoritative General Introduction, while every volume features an original introduction examining that volume's major themes, written by an international scholar and psychoanalyst. Editorial annotations provide historical context and background information of scholarly and clinical value. The final volume contains new and illuminating appendices, comprehensive bibliographies, documentation of his lectures and broadcasts, and a selection of Winnicott's drawings.

This extraordinary publication is an essential resource for Winnicott admirers worldwide and those interested in the history and origins of the fields of child development and psychoanalysis.

The Collected Works of D. W. Winnicott
12 VOLUMES

Could it be Adult ADHD?
A CLINICIAN’S GUIDE TO RECOGNITION, ASSESSMENT, AND TREATMENT
Jan Willer
978-0-19-025631-9 | PB | 264pp £25.99/$39.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Bouncing Back
SKILLS FOR ADAPTATION TO INJURY, AGING, ILLNESS, AND PAIN
Richard Wanlass
UK: Jun 2017 / US: May 2017
Available as an Ebook

Handbook of Private Practice
KEYS TO SUCCESS FOR MENTAL HEALTH PRACTITIONERS
Edited by Steven Walfish, Jeffrey E. Barnett and Jeffrey Zimmerman
978-0-19-027216-6 | PB | 832pp £48.99/$75
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Clinical Psychology Online

Mindlessness
THE CORRUPTION OF MINDFULNESS IN A CULTURE OF NARCISSISM
Thomas Joiner
978-0-19-020062-6 | HB | 224pp £19.99/$29.95
Available as an Ebook

Order Online at: www.oup.com
Perceptual organization comprises a wide range of processes such as perceptual grouping, figure-ground organization, filling-in, completion, and perceptual switching. The Oxford Handbook of Perceptual Organization provides a broad and extensive review of the current literature, written in an accessible form for scholars and students.

The Oxford Handbook of Cultural Neuroscience
Edited by Joan Chiao, Shu-Chen Li, Rebecca Seligman, and Robert Turner
This Handbook examines disparities in public health by highlighting recent theoretical and methodological advances in cultural neuroscience.

How the Mind Comes into Being
INTRODUCING COGNITIVE SCIENCE FROM A FUNCTIONAL AND COMPUTATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Martin V. Butz and Esther F. Kutter
- Provides an interdisciplinary perspective, helping the reader to develop an understanding of how the mind works that goes beyond disciplinary boundaries
- Adopts a computational approach, helping the reader to understand the mind on a functional level, in contrast to purely conceptual, verbalized levels
- Includes exercises and examples, helping the reader to consolidate the covered material and encouraging them to think ‘outside of the box’

How is it that we can think highly abstract thoughts, seemingly fully detached from the actual, physical reality? This book offers an interdisciplinary introduction to embodied cognitive science, addressing the question of how the mind comes into being while actively interacting with and learning from the environment by means of the body.

View Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/medicine
Learning
A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION
Mark Haselgrove

978-0-19-968836-4 | PB | 128pp £7.99/$11.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Very Short Introductions online

Seeing the Future
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON FUTURE-ORIENTED MENTAL TIME TRAVEL
Kourken Michaelian, Stanley B. Klein and Karl K. Szpunar

978-0-19-024153-7 | HB | 464pp £55/$85
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Homo Prospectus
Martin E. P. Seligman, Peter Ralston, Roy F. Baumeister, and Chandra Sripada
- Introduces a new field of scholarly inquiry
- Proposes that humans are more appropriately named Homo prospectus
- Changes the focus in psychology on how projecting and evaluating future possibilities drives thought and action, rather than thinking about the past

In this remarkable convergence of research in philosophy, statistics, decision theory, psychology, and neuroscience, Homo Prospectus shows how human prospection fundamentally reshapes our understanding of key cognitive processes, thereby improving individual and social function. It aims to galvanize interest in this new science from scholars in psychology, neuroscience, and philosophy, as well as an educated public curious about what makes humanity what it is.

978-0-19-937447-2 | HB | 400pp £22.99/$35
Available as an Ebook

View Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/medicine
The Brain
WHAT EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW®
Gary L. Wenk
What Everyone Needs to Know
978-0-19-060339-7 | PB | 192pp £10.99/$16.95
978-0-19-060340-3 | HB | 192pp £48/$74
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Executive Functions in Children’s Everyday Lives
A HANDBOOK FOR PROFESSIONALS IN APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
Edited by Maureen J. Hoskyn, Grace Iarocci, and Arlene R. Young
978-0-19-998086-4 | HB | 200pp £35.99/$55
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Sensorimotor life
AN ENACTIVE PROPOSAL
Ezequiel Di Paolo, Thomas Buhrmann, and Xabier Barandiaran
UK: May 2017 / US: tbc
978-0-19-878684-9 | HB | 304pp £49.99/tbc
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

An Intelligent Career
TAKING OWNERSHIP OF YOUR WORK AND YOUR LIFE
Michael B. Arthur, Svetlana N. Khapova, and Julia Richardson
978-0-19-049413-1 | HB | 280pp £15.82/$27.95
Available as an Ebook

Order Online at: www.oup.com
Over the past 150 years, advances in the acquisition and development of language competencies and skills have been increasing rapidly. This volume addresses many of those accomplishments as well as remaining challenges and new questions that have arisen from multiple perspectives.
Core Knowledge and Conceptual Change
Edited by David Barner and Andrew Scott Baron

Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity, and Schooling
THE NEXUS OF RESEARCH, PRACTICE, AND POLICY
Edited by Stephen T. Russell and Stacey S. Horn

Flourishing in Emerging Adulthood
POSITIVE DEVELOPMENT DURING THE THIRD DECADE OF LIFE
Edited by Laura M. Padilla-Walker and Larry J. Nelson

Understanding Development and Learning
IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING
Michael Nagel and Laura Scholes

Flourishing in Emerging Adulthood highlights the third decade of life as a time in which individuals have diverse opportunities for positive development.
The Oxford Handbook of Music Psychology
Second Edition
Edited by Susan Hallam, Ian Cross, and Michael Thaut
978-0-19-516563-0 | PB | 544pp £37.99/$57.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

Neuropsychological Assessment in the Age of Evidence-Based Practice
Diagnostic and Treatment Evaluations
Edited by Stephen C. Bowden

* Embodied
The Psychology of Physical Sensation
Christopher Eccleston
978-0-19-872790-3 | PB | 304pp £29.99/$49.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

* Speaking of Sadness
Depression, Disconnection, and the Meanings of Illness
David A. Karp
978-0-19-026096-5 | PB | 424pp £14.16/$24.95
Available as an Ebook

* Biological Psychology
Kelly G. Lambert
US: Jan 2017
978-0-19-976610-9 | HB | 544pp $149.95
Available as an Ebook

* Developmental Neuropsychology
Second Edition
Otfried Spreen, Anthony H. Risser, Dorothy Edgell, David Tupper, and Mona McAllister
978-0-19-046471-4 | HB | 328pp £55/$85

* The Neuropsychology Fact-Finding Casebook
A Training Resource
Kirk J. Stucky and Shane S. Bush
978-0-19-935060-5 | PB | 328pp £38.99/$59.95
Available as an Ebook

* Neuroethics
Anticipating the Future
Edited by Judy Illes, University of British Columbia
978-0-19-878683-2 | HB | 648pp £70/tbc
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

View Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/medicine
Gay, Straight, and the Reason Why
THE SCIENCE OF SEXUAL ORIENTATION
Revised Edition
Simon LeVay

- Neuroscientist Simon LeVay presents the best current summary of the science of sexual orientation
- Marshalls a wealth of evidence that points toward the radical new explanation that sexual orientation results primarily from an interaction between genes, sex hormones, and the developing brain.
- Illustrates how the same biological processes that influence a broad array of gendered traits are also the guiding factors behind a person's emerging sexuality.

What causes a child to grow up gay, straight, or bisexual? In this book, neuroscientist Simon LeVay summarizes a wealth of scientific evidence that points to one inescapable conclusion: Sexual orientation results primarily from an interaction between genes, sex hormones, and the cells of the developing body and brain.

978-0-19-029737-4 | PB | 264pp £14.16/$24.95
Available as an Ebook

View Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/medicine
The Evolution of Memory Systems
Elisabeth A. Murray, Steven P. Wise and Kim S. Graham

- Clear, jargon-free review of brain evolution - requiring no background in evolutionary biology
- Glossary - Quick and easy access to the meaning of technical terms
- Includes overviews so that readers can understand the main points of each chapter in less than 200 words

The Evolution of Memory Systems sets out a bold and exciting new theory about memory. It proposes that several memory systems arose during evolution and that they did so for the same general reason: to transcend problems and exploit opportunities encountered by specific ancestors at particular times and places in the distant past.

UK: Nov 2016 / US: Jan 2017
978-0-19-968643-8 | HB | 528pp £54.99/$89.95
Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Toxic Cocktail
HOW CHEMICAL POLLUTION IS POISONING OUR BRAINS
Barbara Demeneix

- Presents evidence, derived from a wide spectrum of scientific and epidemiological studies, that many of these chemicals are interfering with one of our bodies' most essential regulators of brain development: thyroid hormone
- Offers number of recommendations for individuals to apply in their day-to-day life and suggest actions that should be taken at the regulatory level
- Goes through the main catalogue of chemicals that can interfere with thyroid hormone production and action

Children born to women exposed to thyroid-disrupting chemicals have lower IQs and more neurodevelopmental disorders in autism and ADHD, among others. Chemicals that contaminate our bodies and interfere with our thyroids are in fact lowering our IQ and increasing disorders for future generations. A "self-help" guide to reducing exposure to chemicals is included.

978-0-19-026093-4 | HB | 272pp £16.66/$29.95
Available as an Ebook

The Oxford Compendium of Visual Illusions
Edited by Arthur G. Shapiro and Dejan Todorovic

- The book includes state-of-the-art full-color visual illusions, presented with historic and introductory context, scientific explanation, and future applications
- Many of the illusions in the Compendium have never been anthologized and are likely to be new to readers
- Contributors are leaders in visual perception and in many cases have created the illusions appearing in the volume

Visual illusions are compelling phenomena that draw attention to the brain's capacity to construct our perceptual world. The Oxford Compendium of Visual Illusions is a collection of over one hundred chapters on visual illusions, written by the illusions' creators and vision scientists who have investigated mechanisms underlying their peculiarities.

978-0-19-979460-7 | HB | 880pp £162.50/$250

Order Online at: www.oup.com
A great deal of research has been conducted on creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship. Although highly interrelated, these three areas have developed largely independently of one another.
The Good Life
UNIFYING THE PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF WELL-BEING
Michael A Bishop
978-0-19-060380-9 | PB | 250pp £16.99/$24.95

Behaving
WHAT’S GENETIC, WHAT’S NOT, AND WHY SHOULD WE CARE?
Kenneth F. Schaffner
978-0-19-517140-2 | HB | 304pp £47.99/$74

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Emotional Insight
THE EPISTEMIC ROLE OF EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE
Michael S. Brady
978-0-19-877688-8 | PB | 216pp £18.99/$35
978-0-19-968552-3 | HB | 216pp £32/$51

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Emotions, Values, and Agency
Christine Tappolet
978-0-19-969651-2 | HB | 256pp £40/$65

NEW IN PAPERBACK
Skillful Coping
ESSAYS ON THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF EVERYDAY PERCEPTION AND ACTION
Hubert L. Dreyfus
Edited by Mark A. Wrathall
978-0-19-877729-8 | PB | 304pp £18.99/$34.95
978-0-19-965470-3 | HB | 304pp £30/$55

The Psychology of Good and Evil
Laurent Bègue and Jodie Andri
• Features recent scientific studies to illuminate issues of morality in everyday life
• Thoroughly explores the workings of the moral self
• Analyses how morality affects our lives and relationships with others

In the 21st century, the concept of ethics may seem outdated or obsolete. But in reality, ethics is the omnipresent, ongoing discussion going on in our global communities today. Systematically, people condemn, sanction, demonize, and freely judge one another. As a result, by addressing the simplest of questions ("Is it good or evil?"), laws are legislated and the moral code is created. But what is morality, exactly? And how does the moral code shape the story of our lives?

Written from the perspective of a social psychologist, The Psychology of Good and Evil explores the answers to these big questions in fascinating detail, all while illuminating the inner workings of the human mind, human nature, and the foundations of our beliefs.

978-0-19-025066-9 | HB | 264pp £38.99/$59.95
Available as an Ebook

View Our Website at: www.oup.com/academic/psychology
Handbook of Value

PERSPECTIVES FROM ECONOMICS, NEUROSCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY

Edited by Tobias Brosch and David Sander

978-0-19-871660-0 | HB | 412pp
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Handbooks Online

Cognitive-Experiential Theory

Seymour Epstein

978-0-19-049324-0 | PB | 368pp
£25.99/$39.95

How Fantasy Becomes Reality

INFORMATION AND ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA IN EVERYDAY LIFE, REVISED AND EXPANDED

Karen E. Dill-Shackleford

978-0-19-023929-9 | HB | 280pp
£22.99/$34.95
Available as an Ebook

The Promise of Integrated Multicultural and Bilingual Education

INCLUSIVE PALESTINIAN-ARAB AND JEWISH SCHOOLS IN ISRAEL

Zvi Bekerman

978-0-19-933651-7 | HB | 368pp
£45.99/$69.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

From Personality to Virtue

ESSAYS ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF CHARACTER

Edited by Alberto Masala and Jonathan Webber

978-0-19-874681-2 | HB | 272pp
£45/$74
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Rethinking Thought

INSIDE THE MINDS OF CREATIVE SCIENTISTS AND ARTISTS

Laura Otis

978-0-19-021346-6 | HB | 272pp
£71/$110
978-0-19-021347-3 | PB | 272pp
£32.99/$49.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Happiness Explained

WHAT HUMAN FLOURISHING IS AND WHAT WE CAN DO TO PROMOTE IT

Paul Anand

978-0-19-873545-8 | HB | 160pp
£12.99/$16.95

The Roots of Goodness and Resistance to Evil

INCLUSIVE CARING, MORAL COURAGE, ALTRUISM BORN OF SUFFERING, ACTIVE BYSTANDERSHIP, AND HEROISM

Ervin Staub

978-0-19-060798-2 | PB | 410pp
£29.99/$45
978-0-19-538203-7 | HB | 408pp
£40.49/$59.95
Available as an Ebook | Available in Oxford Scholarship Online

Extreme

WHY SOME PEOPLE THRIVE AT THE LIMITS

Emma Barrett and Paul Martin
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